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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2328-After getting along for such a long time 
and knowing each other very well, it was impossible for Sylvio to talk 
nonsense without being absolutely sure. 

Valentin and Drogo also cast worried glances. 

“Sylvio, you didn’t see wrongly, right? Is Elora’s life truly in danger?” Lufian 
asked nervously. 

“The seal was set by the Emerald Lotus Sword using all of its power. If Elora 
could do that herself, she won’t let the Emerald Lotus Sword do that, because 
once it does, the wisdom that the Emerald Lotus Sword has will disappear 
completely, rendering it a dead sword.” 

After Sylvio finished speaking, he glanced at the three and asked, “Do you 
think that with Elora’s character, she would allow the Emerald Lotus Sword to 
become a dead sword?” 

Lufian staggered back a few steps and nearly fell. 

If what Sylvio said was true, the answer was obviously no. 

The Emerald Lotus Sword was not just a simple weapon to Elora. 

It was her partner to whom she could tell everything and had accompanied 
her for many epochs. 

If she still had a glimpse of hope, Elora would never let the Emerald Lotus 
Sword be a dead sword. 

This meant that when Emerald Lotus Sword set the seal, Elora no longer 
could stop it. 

“So, Elora was likely to be seriously injured and fell into a deep sleep. So 
that’s why the Emerald Lotus Sword will automatically dedicate everything to 
make the last defense for her and let her recuperate inside,” Sylvio said with a 
heavy tone. 



“Sylvio, is there a way to get in without breaking the seal? I want to see how 
Elora is doing, and with our help, her injury will heal faster, right?” Lufian 
looked at Sylvio, his eyes full of anticipation. 

“This is the all-around seal set up by the Emerald Lotus Sword after sacrificing 
everything. If you want to get in, you can only break it by force. Let’s not go. 
We should just let Elora take a good rest inside! When she wakes up, she will 
come out by herself. We just need to move this planet away and guard it from 
the outside,” Sylvio shook his head and replied. 

“But… But how long will it take for Elora to wake up? What if she needs our 
help? There’s nothing we can do outside.” 

“Don’t worry! The Emerald Lotus Sword has already gained wisdom. Since 
she has done so, Elora will be able to recover by herself, otherwise, the 
Emerald Lotus Sword will not set up such a seal. Next, let’s move the planet 
to the center of Leila and take turns guarding it. Let’s just wait for Elora to 
wake by herself, and after she wakes, we will find a way to help her recover 
as soon as possible.” 

Sylvio had decided the way to deal with this matter. 

So, until he had a better plan, Lufian could only execute it. 

However, he also put forward his own opinion. 

It would be enough for him to protect Elora. 

The remaining three Overlords agreed. 

They knew that Lufian had always liked Elora and had been pursuing her for 
thousands of epochs. 

It had been such a long time that even a stone would be touched. 

Before Elora was injured, she seemed to have developed a little feeling for 
him too. 

Perhaps if he persisted for a little longer, Lufian would be able to win over 
Elora. 

Then, they would be the first Overlord couple. 



It would surely be a nice story that would be passed down through the ages. 

It was a pity that at this critical moment, Elora encountered such a 
catastrophe. 

No one knew when Elora would wake up and recover from her injuries. 

Of course, it would not necessarily be a bad thing if Lufian guarded Elora until 
she woke up. 

Maybe after this experience, perhaps Elora would accept Lufian directly. 

After all, it was not easy to meet a person who loved you wholeheartedly and 
pursued you for thousands of epochs, never giving up. 

Since Lufian made such a request, Sylvio and the others would naturally try to 
be supportive and fulfill his request. 

They also hoped that Lufian and Elora could end up together and become a 
story to capture the imagination and spread far and wide. 

 


